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Lindt flavors list

View source Share Lindt is the company that produces Lindor chocolate. Lindor Lindor is a type of lindt chocolate that has a solid chocolate shell with liquid chocolate filling. It comes in both ball and bar variety, as well as a variety of flavors. Each aroma has the appropriate colour. Yellow/White Red Blue Black Extra Dark (60% cocoa exterior and dark
chocolate filling) Pink green Orange Brown Brown and gold (with print St. Moritz) Milk chocolate shell filled with pieces of sugar hazelnuts[3] Light Brown (with peanut butter) Dark brown (printable Café) Light blue Stracciatella: white chocolate shell with cocoa pieces with smooth white stuffed Gold with blue Dark Green with red Black with ghosts, white and
blue snowman, lime green with pink, purple, and yellow flowers and some butterflies, lime green with white and yellow flowers, or red with hearts Milk on the outside with smooth white filling (seasonal flavor) Purple / Pink with roses. Milk chocolate outside with smooth dark chocolate, sugared hazelnut pieces and rice krispies filling. The Pale Pink Purple
Seasonal Lindt also makes an Easter themed chocolate called Gold Bunny, a hollow milk chocolate bunny. They wear red ribbons, while dark chocolate bunnies wear brown and white chocolate bunnies wearing white. A Christmas colleague is like a hollow reindeer or hollow teddy bear, usually just milk chocolate. They also make chocolates that look like
carrots, chickens, lambs, frogs and pigs. In addition, seasonal Lindor chocolates include: Green, White and Red: Mint Cookie. Milk chocolate with mint candy chips and milk chocolate centre with pieces of degraded dark chocolate biscuits[1] White and red: Mint. White chocolate with mint sweets and white chocolate mint filling[2] Brown, bronze and gold:
gingerbread. Milk chocolate with gingerbread-flavoured milk chocolate centre with crumbled pieces of gingerbread cookies[3] Block Chocolates Mint intense: dark chocolate infused with mint Orange intense: dark chocolate infused with orange essence and almond flakes White Coconut: white chocolate with crispy flakes with fine coconut. Almonds: white
chocolate with whole roasted almonds and caramelized almond pieces Intense poires: pear-flavoured chocolate with almonds Flakes Cherry intense Regular dark chocolate: available 50%, 60%, 70%, 85%, 90% or 99% cocoa variety Extra creamy: milk chocolate toffee crunch: crunchy toffee bits wrapped in milk chocolate caramel crunchy: studded with
crunchy caramel Lindor: famous balls, but cubed In the Form of Pistachio: Creamy Pistachio Filling Milk Chocolate Mandarin: Creamy Mandarin Filling Milk Chocolate Strawberry: Creamy White Chocolate Strawberry Filling Milk Chocolate Strawberry Margarita: Capsule Shape With Strawberry and Margurita Filling Orange: Creamy Orange Flavored milk
chocolate in Cuba: 55% cocoa, one originating in Cuba Madagascar: 70% cocoa, one origin Madagascar Ecuador: 75% cocoa, one originating in Ecuador Vanilla: White chocolate with vanilla beans Coffee Chili: 70% cocoa dark chocolate with red chili extract Raspberry Intense Dark: dark chocolate with raspberry pieces Sea salt: dark chocolate with sea salt
More information Community content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Pairings &amp; Recipes Inspiration Inspiration Inspiration Learn about our range of premium chocolates and decadent flavors crafted by Lindt's Maître Chocolatiers Experience Lindt: the ultimate chocolate delight that you get in our passionate Master
Chocolatiers. Since 1845, our exquisite works have provided moments of bliss for you to enjoy. Exquisite and one-of-a-kind taste experience. These are some of the best ways to describe Lindor chocolate. And it's with great pleasure that we're putting the spotlight on these tasty treats, mainly because everyone definitely needs to grab a chance to eat these
wonderful creations. Brief Snapshot of Lindor Chocolate Flavors How to create an ever popular chocolate manufacturer, Lindt &amp; Sprüngli, Lindor treats originally launched truffle balls way back in 1949. Image source: wikimedia.org Through decades of experimenting and conceptualizing the best way to serve chocolate delicacies to animals around the
world, the brand recycled lindor creation as hard-shelled chocolate that comes with chocolate smooth filling. Coming in either ball or band variants, the variety is further expanded with an abundance of flavors to choose from. By gnay, you can choose from a variety of exciting choices. Here are some who will truly satisfy their chocolate cravings: Milk – milk
chocolate shell combines with equally pleasant milk truffle filling – is definitely a standout treat. White - White chocolate lovers will be truly amazed by the smooth truffle filling, which blends just right with the white chocolate shell. Caramel – here's the taste of caramel chocolate and unique caramel truffle filling. Sea salt – only Lindt &amp; Sprüngli can come up
with this delightful creation. The milk chocolate shell, made with special sea salt crystals, makes perfect smooth and milk truffle filling mixed in sea salt. Dark – go for a classic taste with the perfect Lindt &amp; Sprüngli chocolate shell and amazing dark truffle filling. Stracciatella – embrace the wonders of cocoa with this choice. An excellent combination of
precious cocoa pieces and an exquisite white chocolate shell that also includes excellent white truffle filling. Pumpkin - try something else today - this choice blends milk chocolate shell and extra smooth truffle filling infused with pumpkin Lindor Chocolate Color Guide According to its extensive range of chocolate flavors to choose from, Lindor Chocolate is
color coordinated to provide an easier way for consumers to know what they are going to feast on. To give you a quick example of how colors and tastes work, here's a brief analogy: Black Color - contains an extra dark chocolate Red - milk chocolate flavor Light Pink - tasty Irish cream selection Light Purple - Almond Case flavor Purple - for vanilla lovers
Dark Aqua - a unique combination of Sea Salt and Caramel Sky Blue - for this impressive Sea Salt Flavor Have fun flavor and color combination - perhaps it's even one of the biggest factors Lindor Chocolates on offer to the thrill of taste and the color of the game is a divine experience. Image source: chocolate.lindt.com The Secret: Lindt Lindor Ingredients
Whatever taste is chosen, the extraordinary focus on the priority of chocolate ingredients is what makes Lindor chocolate such a treat to eat. Taking the extra step of choosing pain stalking treatments, and even mixing only the best cocoa beans in the world, is how Lindt &amp; Sprüngli creates its own miraculous and gastronomic sweets. As such, one can
only be sure of the tastiest chocolate from this brand! Extra Mile: Lindt Chocolate Factory Factor Another step to consider when creating Lindor chocolate is the focus of the brand at its chocolate factories. By integrating the revolutionary chocolate treatment konching (which involves a great time constantly stirring the chocolate mixture), the factory from Lindt
&amp; Sprüngli ensures that quality and production are always at a high level. Moreover, hiring only the best and most famous chocolatiers in the world is the standard – the trust that Lindt &amp; Sprüngli provides to provide its consumers worldwide. Currently, this chocolate brand has six factories lined in major locations around the world. In addition, several
Lindt Chocolate Cafes have also been launched to sell their products on the wider market. Lindor Chocolate Calories Spotlight Health is always a concern, so make sure about the amount of calories you can take from eating Lindor Chocolate. Typically, lindt &amp; sprüngli Lindor chocolate truffle ball will be 75 calories. Since the pack of these treats usually
contains 12 pieces of chocolate, it equates to about 876 calories. The figures differ with the choice of chocolate or taste. The choice of white chocolate would normally be 77 calories (an additional 2 calories to consider from a typical chocolate choice). Quick Question: Lindor Chocolate Ball or Lindor Chocolate Bar? Now, seeing the amount of variety that
Lindor Chocolate offers, we'd push forward an issue that most will feel actually asked seriously. Would you go to the chocolate ball or chocolate bar one? Of course, seeing how subjective it is, there is no right or wrong answer for it! Each option, though, contains the same taste or style, or each offers a unique taste experience that everyone will surely enjoy.
Maybe the thought of something exquisite could go to the ball? Or maybe those prone to a classic shaped bar could go for it? However, the flavors (and even the colors) and variants of Lindor Chocolates all provide a taste experience that one will only delight from! What do you think? Let us know by leaving a comment below! Taste great as the diffuse Lindor
Chocolate Today Lindor Chocolate is truly treated to being one can treasure and be pleased from. Be sure to make some today – it will be worth your time that we can assure you! Other Lindor Chocolate Resources: Lindor Wikipedia Page Official Website Company Experiences High Cocoa The Way You Like It For Those Who Crave Deep Dark Chocolate,
enjoy alllevels chocolate intensity with our collection of highcocoa EXCELLENCE bars. Buy Any 3 Excellence Bars and Get 1 Free Shop Now
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